
EVIDENCE—The LVT Platform methodically logs images, recordings, and audio. LVT’s edge and cloud 
architecture makes it easy for law enforcement to obtain the data they need for evidence as well as create a 
clear chain of custody for that evidence.

COVERT OPERATIONS—LVT Units can be adapted to covert operations by simply placing it in areas adjacent 
to trouble zones. Using state of the art optical zooms, thermal analytics, and other advanced technologies 
LVT can monitor areas from a distance while remaining unnoticed. 

OBSERVATION OF HIGH AND LOW TRAFFIC AREAS—Because LVT Units do not rely on traditional internet 
or power, they can be deployed in high and low traffic areas. For example, some police departments use our 
units to monitor crowded street corners while others use them to survey remote areas where they either 
don’t want to or can’t station officers.

SHOW OF FORCE—In addition to deterrence, LVT Units can be used to show increased police presence 
in hot spot areas. That way it is very apparent which areas the police are concerned about and are willing 
to protect. 

DETERRENCE—Most LVT Units rely on overt security solutions. This is purposeful because people behave 
differently when they are under surveillance. In fact, just the presence of a LVT Unit is often enough to 
deter crime.

PUBLIC GATHERINGS AND SPECIAL EVENTS—Several police forces use LVT Units to monitor one-time 
events. This includes music festivals and concerts, farmers markets, sporting events, and other community 
festivals and holidays, as well as things like protests and riots.

Law enforcement and first responder agencies across the nation use LiveView 
Technologies for both overt and covert operations. LVT Units are particularly useful for 
this industry because of their quick setup, they do not require technical specialists to 
run, and they are 100% off-grid. Some use cases in the law enforcement industry are:
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